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Introduction and Objectives

FPGA-Specific Optimizations

Topology 
dependent 

function

SIMD_NFA Processing Scheme
In order to achieve better performance and power efficiency, computing systems (single-machine
systems and large-scale computing clusters) are increasingly becoming heterogeneous and
leveraging many-core processors and reconfigurable accelerators along with general-purpose
CPUs. There has been an increased interest in adding FPGAs to data centers and high-
performance computing clusters.

Better Performance

Power Efficiency

FPGAs are hard 
to Program!!!!

OpenCL is an 
architecture-independent 

programming model

OpenCL-to-FPGA tool 
chain ports OpenCL onto 

FPGA

There has been an increasing interest in accelerating Non-deterministic finite automata (NFA), the
core computational engine of pattern matching, used in variant fields such as biology and
networking. We investigate deployment of our previously proposed SIMD_NFA[1], an FPGA-
friendly NFA traversal engine, and propose optimization techniques to retarget it to FPGA.

Variant parallel architecture
Power efficiency

FPGAs

FPGAs have specific underlying 
hardware and execution model 

Require FPGA-Specific 
optimizations on OpenCL code

NFA Topology

State Vector Layout

Future State VectorCurrent State Vector

Topology 
independent 

functions• currentsv and futuresv : state vectors before and after 
processing each input symbol  

• sv_update function: encode (src,dst) transitions as a 
bitwise operation updating futuresv

• match_check function: generates the mask which 
indicates the match between the input and transition 
symbols

NFAs accepting two 
regular expressions 

patterns with the 
same structure but 
different symbols 

SIMD_NFA 
Traversal 

Kernel

• Sequential processing of each state of 
NFA topology

• Parallel processing of different NFAs
• Each parallel lane in a SIMD unit is 

assigned a batch of NFAs (ensures 
regular memory access and limits 
divergence)
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Structural Code Changes

• compiler breaks the code into blocks, and each module contains the logic for the 
corresponding code block and the load units required by its memory operations

• modules are not generated at the granularity of basic blocks, but it seems control 
flow instructions are used to break the code into code blocks

• compiler unrolls the mask generation loop, and limits the number of control flow 
operations that can lead to separate code blocks

• original flat code leads to very large designs, due to the lack of branching 
instructions 

• we incrementally add for-loops and if-blocks to allow for breaking the code and 
increasing the chance of hardware reuse

Experimental Evaluation
Stream-level pipelining

Changing the degree of NFA-level parallelism (batch size)
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• NDRange kernels allow work-group parallelism solely through
pipeline replication, which is restrained by logic resource utilization
so in most cases FPGAs process input streams sequentially

• Stream-level pipelining can be achieved by assigning multiple input 
streams to each work-group 

Distribution of work-items among N streams for 2 NFA batches 

In FPGA, batch size selection is flexible and affects several aspects of 
the implementation 

1- size of accessed state vector chunks 
2- size of accessed chunks of transition characters from global

memory
3- The number of instructions in match_check function

UnrolledBy decreasing batch size we expect to:
• simplify the logic by reducing lines 

of code
• increases the number of work-items 

required to support the same 
number of NFAs 

Conclusion

• Using Intel DE5-Net board, which includes a Stratix V FPGA 
• Using Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL Standard Edition v. 18.1
• Fixed-topology datasets similar to datasets of [1]
• Intel’s SDK for FPGA Best Practice guide optimization techniques: Constant memory

and vector data type usage, SIMD vectorization and pipeline replication (PR)
• From left to right datasets are sorted in an ascending order based on NFA size and

optimizations are incrementally performed until the constant memory usage. The
remaining optimizations are performed on constant memory code-variant.

• Traversing 2 input streams 

• From resource utilization perspective, our optimizations not only allow the code to fit
the reference FPGA, but also enable to deploy up to 3 execution pipelines on it.

• From performance perspective, our optimizations result in up to 4x speedups over
the first optimized code-variant that fits each NFA topology on the FPGA device. We
believe that some of these optimizations can be generalized to benefit other
applications.


